GREECE AND HER RULERS

The Claims to Fame of That Little Nation

HER KING KNOWS NO FEAR

A Family of Sons, the Destinies of All Royalty

The First a Warrior, the Second a Sailor, the Third a Gentleman

For the best time in modern history Greece has entered the most prominent position among the powers of the earth. More than it ever did in the past, the spirit of the nation is quickening, and the young men from the land of the ancient heroes are answering the call of the flag. In the years that have passed, Greece has been able to maintain itself, and the man who can bring the country safe through the storm has also been able to make it a leader in the world. The spirit of the age is not yet spent, and the young men of the nation have the hope of securing for their country a place in the list of the great powers of the world.

THE GALLANT PRINCES AND FIGHTING SHIPS OF THE LITTLE NATION

There is no place in the world where the name of Greece is unknown, and the people of the land are proud to think of the fact that they are able to make their country a leader in the world. The spirit of patriotism is not yet spent, and the young men of the nation have the hope of securing for their country a place in the list of the great powers of the world.

THE LEGEND OF THE SACRED LILY OF CHINA

The Symbol of Peace, Good-Will and Happiness Among the Chinese—The Story of its Origin

Traditions Allied to the Teachings of Christianity—How Good Foods Brought Their Reward and Glorious Prosperity Upon a Dearly Family

Dr. T. Foo Yuen, Oriental and Imperial Physician

529 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Chinese New Year is a time of the greatest joy and happiness for the people of the land. It is a time of rejoicing, and the people of the land are proud to think of the fact that they are able to make their country a leader in the world. The spirit of patriotism is not yet spent, and the young men of the nation have the hope of securing for their country a place in the list of the great powers of the world.

TO THE INVALID

If You Are Suffering From Some Obvious or Chronic Disease From Which You Have Been Unable to Get Relief, It is Not for Your Advantage to Test a New Method of Treatment!

DR. T. Foo Yuen
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